
Our Lockdown Special

And Finally…

Stay Safe
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What have you been up to 
during lockdown? My 
routine … Mrs Freestone

H.I.T Training with Sean T before work
My new work station

My attempt at chocolate 
cakes, tasted much 
better than they looked!

Bookbuzz corridor display 
finally ready to go up.

Some of the Books I’ve read so far

Bali , my Happy thoughts of last year
when feeling stir crazy!

I invited the Reading 
Coaches to put together a 
magazine for you to give you 
some lockdown inspiration 
and fun
Many thanks go to Charlie Bishop, Ruby Damyan, Sam Gensler-
Woodcock, Tom Gensler-Woodcock, Ollie Sankey and Grace 
Woodland. Without them this magazine wouldn’t have happened.

Ode to Lockdown
Because of Covid19, the deadly bug,
We can’t give friends or loved ones a hug,
Making us catch it, bin it and clean,
Ensuring we keep our distance - 2 metres between,
Having to queue to go into shops alone,
Being told the safest thing to do is to stay at home,
Toilet paper shortages, no flour anywhere,
People making drastic cuts to their lockdown hair,
Our NHS and other Key workers, the heroes doing their 
best,
Black lives matter as people take to the knee and join 
the protests,
Queuing for hours for a Big Mac and fries,
Whilst others are battling to stay alive,
Many businesses are back open in July,
Schools to fully open in September is Boris’s reply,
So for now we need to stay safe and alert,
See you in September when we’re back at work.



PASTA PANIC!
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GRACE WOODLAND

During lockdown, there has been an immense demand for 
a lot of products we would normally see as easy to get hold 
of. This means it has been a lot harder for factories to 
produce everyday products and therefore stores to stock 
items due to restrictions to stay safe during this pandemic. 
Things like flour and pasta have been heavily affected by 
issues with keeping up with the increased need for people 
to buy them. BUT, as the restrictions have been lifted, pasta 
has become more accessible to more people, so I thought I 
should share some fantastic pasta recipes we can try during 
quarantine! 

Many people across the country have been sat at home 
bored for the duration of this quarantine, but hopefully, 
being in the kitchen can help to combat this boredom, 
PLUS, you get a lovely tasty meal for you and your family to 
eat. Stay safe and enjoy your food!



TOP
songs

1. Rockstar – DABABY FT. RODDY RICCH
2. Rain on me – LADY GAGA & ARIANA 

GRANDE
3. Breaking me – TOPIC FT A7S
4. Savage love – JAWSH 685 & JASON 

DERULO
5. Rover – S1MBA FT DTG
6. Dinner guest – AJ TRACEY FT 

MOSTACK
7. Watermelon sugar – HARRY STYLES
8. Savage – MEGAN THEE STALLION
9. Don’t need love – 220 KID & GRACEY
10.Secrets – REGARD & RAYE
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• PRIDE
• NONBINARY
• LESBIAN
• GAY
• TRANS
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By Ruby Damyan     
27/06/2020

• ASEXUAL
• PANSEXUAL
• BISEXUAL
• QUEER
• INTERSEX

Words
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Funny and Entertaining TV Shows to watch

Here are five TV Shows, all accessible on Netflix and some are on Sky too, that are very funny and popular with teenagers!
The Big Bang Theory: 12 Seasons all on Netflix

Four nerdy scientists: Leonard (a short asthmatic nerd), Sheldon (an 
eccentric Star Trek fan), Howard (a weird engineer) and Raj (fearful of 
women) become friends with an actress Penny. Later, they become 
friends with two other scientists: Amy and Bernadette.

Brooklyn Nine-Nine: Season 1 to 6 on Netflix, Season 7 not available yet

An immature detective, Jake Peralta, has to grow up when a new captain, 
Raymond Holt, arrives at the precinct. The other detectives are Amy (a 
hard-working bookworm), Rosa (a scary motorbike owner), Charles 
(clumsy and Jakes best friend), Terry (sergeant and dad) and Gina 
(focused on her phone and Holt’s assistant).

Friday Night Dinner: Season 1 to 4 on Netflix, All Seasons on All4

A family convene in London every Friday night for dinner. With a 
disgusting dad, an obsessive mum, two immature boys and a weird 
neighbour, what could possibly go wrong?

Friends: 10 Seasons all on Netflix

Six friends, Ross, Rachel, Monica, Chandler, Joey and Phoebe try to 
navigate New York in the 1990s. It is one of the most popular TV shows to 
ever exist!

Gavin & Stacey: Season 3 on Netflix, All Seasons on BBC iPlayer

An Essex boy and Welsh girl fall in love, and get married. But this changes 
everything for their friends and family, who are very different. Written by 
James Corden and Ruth Jones so guaranteed to be funny.

Charlie Bishop
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Game Review- Forza Horizon 4. By Ollie Sankey

Forza Horizon 4 is a racing game where you drive around the countryside and city 
competing in races to earn money, fun missions that you can replay as well as 
being able to drive freely without racing. You unlock new cars which you can then 
look. Flashy in as you zoom around the festival. It has beautiful graphics and has 
simulated physics to if in the real world. You can pause the world around you and 
use a camera to fly around your car and take some stunning photos. You can even 
choose one of the hundreds of names for your Satnav to use. (Mine says “where 
would you like to go, Ollie?”). Expansion passes include treasure island, a whole 
new are to race on with strange weather but high rewards and the Lego speed 
champions, where you turn into Lego and can build your dream house and race 
other Lego cars! Forza Horizon 4 is a brilliant game so I definitely recommend it!

Sam Gensler-Woodcock
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Game Review-Sea of Thieves By Ollie Sankey

Sea of Thieves is a game about pirates and exploration. You and your hearty 
crew can sail along the waves, find treasure and battle other pirates. Sea of 
Thieves is an open world online game so it encourages you to explore the 4 
different main areas of the sea. These are the calm Ancient Isles, the beautiful 
Shores Of Plenty, the bumpy Wilds, and the volcanic Devil’s Roar.

Earn gold from the trading companies, the main ones being the gold hoarders, 
the order of souls and the merchant alliance. The gold Hoarders will sell maps to 
you and you use these to travel to different islands to dig up treasure. The order 
of souls is a company who pays you to go and fight skeletons who are patrolling 
islands. The merchant alliance will give you cargo which you deliver to other 
trading posts for gold. Once you reach level 50 on each of these companies, you 
will become a pirate legend, a master of the seas. It takes time and dedication to 
become one but it is worth it. I’m personally around level 40 for each company 
and I’ve been playing for about 6 months. Once a pirate legend, you have access 
to Athena’s fortune, the pirate lord’s secret hideout. There, you can buy 
legendary ship pieces and items and do dangerous Athena’s voyages to get 
chests of legends which sell for lots of money.

There is also a story-based mode, centred around the idea of a mythical item that 
allows you to travel through the devil’s shroud, a red storm around the borders of 
the world that sinks your ship very quickly if you sail into it. With the mythical 
item called the ShroudBreaker you collect all the stones of power from different 
areas around the sea and then deliver them to a lady on morrow’s peak outpost. 
There she will craft the complete ShroudBreaker and you can sail to the Shores Of 
Gold. When there, you have to crack the riddles 

in the vaults and collect the key. There you enter the belly of gold and dodge 
through the Gold Hoarder’s (He’s a skeleton who once was a greedy Human) 
traps and then fight him in an arena. Once you defeat him, you are met by the 
pirate lord. You sail away knowing that even if you aren’t level 50 on the trading 
companies, you are a true pirate legend.

Battle, explore, have fun. That’s what sea of thieves is about.
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Music Initials Quiz

Below are 10 initials for songs and artist(s) the first part is the song the second 
part is the artist and ft. means featuring. 

1. SFOS by C

2. DM by TAI

3. UF by BM ft. MR

4. S by ES

5. FGI by G

6. BFYB by S

7. DD by FOB

8. TA by GC

9. R by D ft. RR

10. AP by VW

Bonus. IWSNT by PATD

Answers

1. Sky Full of stars by Coldplay

2. Dance Monkey by Tones And I

3. Uptown Funk by Bruno Mars ft. Mark Ronson

4. Sing by Ed Sheeran

5. Feel Good Inc. by Gorillaz

6. Big For Your Boots by Stormzy

7. Dance Danceby Fall Out Boy

8. The Anthem by Good Charlotte

9. Rockstarby DaBabyft. Roddy Ricch

10. A Punk by Vampire Weekend

Bonus. I Write Sins not Tragedies by Panic! At The Disco
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